
Margulies Perruzzi promotes five to associate principal
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Boston, MA Margulies Perruzzi (MP) completed the promotions of Tim Bailey, AIA, LEED AP BD+C;
Derek D’Amico, AIA, LEED AP; Cynthia Gibson Murphy, AIA; Paul McIntire, AIA; and Nathan
Turner, AIA, LEED AP to associate principal within the firm.

Bailey is an award-winning architect whose leadership plays a critical role in the design of real
estate and workplace projects across the firm.

D’Amico is responsible for daily interaction with clients and daily supervision of large design
projects. D’Amico has more than 25 years of experience and specializes in solving design and
technical problems to keep projects on schedule and budget.

As an architect and project manager with over 20 years of experience, Murphy is known for her
attention to detail on every project. Her personal project portfolio spans all four of the firm’s design
studios and encompasses projects of all scales. Her passion for quality, service, and teamwork is
noted on every project.

McIntire has more than 30 years of architectural experience working on commercial, office,
institutional, and multi-family projects. As a senior architect, McIntireis responsible for leading teams
in developing the design direction of projects, from the early conceptual stages through construction



documentation. McIntire is facile in utilizing multiple visualization techniques, such as 3D model
building, realistic renderings, virtual reality, rendering videos, and post-production.

With over 20 years of experience, Turner has been involved with the planning, design, and
construction of projects ranging in complexity across multiple sectors.

His experience within the real estate development, workplace, science, and healthcare studios at
Margulies Perruzzi has contributed to award-winning projects centered on client needs. He takes
great pride in capturing a project’s essence from its initial conceptualization and implementing a
workable design solution. He is known for his ability to strategize and communicate with others while
leading teams through all stages of a project. During the summer months, Nate is the office softball
coach for the firm’s team, and he has been playing and coaching for 20+ years, winning two
championships along the way.

“Since our founding 34 years ago, the firm has grown in both size and capabilities. We work with
clients in the Workplace, Real Estate, Healthcare, and Science markets and design projects of
varying sizes, stages of development, and complexity,” said Dan Perruzzi, AIA, LEED AP, principal,
and senior partner at Margulies Perruzzi. “We are proud to celebrate our continued growth as we
take the next steps toward the future. We have elevated five very deserving professionals to
associate principal. All have demonstrated the qualities necessary to not only run the firm, but to
also lead it by continuing to grow and develop our capabilities.”
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